A Green New Deal.

Green New Deal New England: Shaping a Massachusetts Green New Deal

Building a coalition of partners, frontline groups, and any others who will join us, to create a package addressing decarbonization that centers economic and racial justice.

Secure what victories we can that align with the principles of a Green New Deal at the local and state levels.

...Overview of Goals...

Build Local Power
Win municipal policies
Win MA GND Endorsements
Gain allies

Change the Narrative
Educate public about GND
Wake up public to urgency of climate change
Reduce political power and perceived expertise of the utilities

Win State Policy
Form a coalition
Win MPF priorities
Study and prioritize ways to win better policy outcomes
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The source of power is the people.

Road to the MA Green New Deal

350 Massachusetts for a Better Future is building a powerful statewide social movement to confront the climate crisis, hold our politicians accountable and undermine the destructive influence of the fossil fuel industry.

350 Mass is made up of 17 local volunteer-led chapters we call “nodes” around the state that carry out both municipal-level and statewide campaigns, coordinated by a Statewide Steering Team (SST).

Follow us @350Mass
350mass.betterfutureproject.org
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